MCCC - Security Incident
Date: 29 Jan 2018
Time: 11:15 AM
Reporting Officer: cabel

Subject:: Accident
Location: Driveway front of Power Plant
Witness:
Victim:
Complainant:
Suspect:

Narrative:

On today's date R/o collected information on a private property accident that occurred on the driveway in front of the Power Plant. Driver advised that he was coming around the corner and slid on the pavement, crossing the center line and sliding into the curb.
Driver's vehicle sustained damage to the driver side front wheel which was substantial enough to require a tow truck.
Driver contacted Jim's Towing and they took custody of the vehicle without incident.
R/o notes the weather was approx 29 degrees, and snowing.
The MCCC maintenance staff had been clearing snow and dispersing salt for several hours prior to the accident. R/o noted a Ford pickup slide through the same corner while waiting for the tow truck.

Victim/ Vehicle Owner:
Complainant:
Vehicle:

Case status" Closed